This study indicates that although multi component elastic migration can be carried out technically, however from a practical point of view this may be using the migration concept beyond its applicable limits. Specifically we show that when the correct velocity is used reverse time migration is incapable of reproducing correct amplitudes. Furthermore, use of the exact velocity and the free surface boundary condition creates false events in all methods. Consequently, smoothed velocities or a modification of the boundary conditions are needed thus abandoning hope of reproducing correct amplitudes. It may finally turn out that simple acoustic migration of P and S potentials is the most promising alternative. We present a series of tests on simple synthetic examples which supports this opinion.
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Migration By Downward Continuation
The migration is based on solution in depth of a system of equations containing the displacements and vertical tractions as unknowns. The system is derived from the equations of momentum conservation and the stressstrain relation for an isotropic solid. The temporally transformed equations of momentum conservation are given by: aii,, ao,, The type of phase shift migration introduced here includes both upgoing and downgoing waves and implicitly contains the correct transmission coefficient between layers. This is in contrast to the phase shift method in Gazdag (1978) which only uses upgoing waves. Seemingly this should result in more accurate amplitudes, however it will be shown that this is not always the case.
Elimination Of Evanescent Components
The evanescent components correspond to the real eigenvalues of the operator A dz. As in the acoustic case they can cause numerical instability in the form of growing exponential solutions and therefore need to be eliminated. For the elimination we chose the criterion 
